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ABSTRACT

We present a set of interactive 3D visualizations, designed to ex-
plore oil/gas reservoir simulation post-processing models. With
these visualizations we aim to provide reservoir engineers with bet-
ter access to the data within their 3D models. We provide tech-
niques for exploring existing oil well trajectories, and for planning
future wells, to assist in decision making. Our approach focuses on
designing visualization techniques that present the necessary details
using concepts from information visualization. We created three
new visualization variations - lollipop-up, information circles and
path indicator, which present well trajectory specific information in
different visual formats. Our paper describes these visualizations
and discusses them in context of our exploratory evaluation.

Keywords: 3D Reservoir Visualization, Reservoir Engineering, In-
formation Visualization.

Index Terms: H.5.m [Information Interfaces and Presentation
(e.g., HCI)]: Miscellaneous—; J.2 [Physical Sciences and Engi-
neering]: Earth and Atmospheric Sciences—

1 INTRODUCTION

Oil and gas reservoirs are sub-surface portions of the earth which
contain hydrocarbons. The fundamental goal of reservoir engineer-
ing studies is to assess and evaluate these entities and to design op-
timum ways to extract oil and gas. However, reservoir data acqui-
sition is costly and therefore, engineers have only access to limited
spatio-temporal information about the reservoirs [8]. The major-
ity of available information comes from sensor measurements (e.g.
seismic geophones, pressure transducers) and experimental results
of rock samples (e.g. core measurements). These are combined
with multi-disciplinary experts advice to develop a realistic 3D ge-
ological model [8]. However, complexity, size and multi-resolution
data are amongst many challenges for proper data integration and
efficient analysis. These require advanced visualization tools to bet-
ter understand and access the data [9, 23].

In practice, the oil and gas exploration and production cycle
(E&P) consist of several stages of data gathering, simulation and
data analysis. Of those many stages, our work is situated at one of
the last phases of the exploration cycle, called the post-processing
stage. A post-processing stage of reservoir studies includes sim-
ulations of different scenarios of the reservoir models for history
matching, prediction and forecasting [18]. At the history matching
stage the reservoir engineer needs to manipulate some of the un-
certain reservoir properties and run multiple reservoir simulations
in order to provide a better match with the real production data.
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This will add a further complexity as the size of the data increases
rapidly. The simulation data are time varying and multi-attribute
in nature, requiring techniques that support adequate exploration of
those many parameters.

At the post-processing stage, a 3D cellular model, an approxima-
tion of the real reservoir, is used for exploring the various param-
eter configurations and fluid flows. The structure of this 3D reser-
voir model is usually represented by irregular corner point 3D grid
[17] (irregular hexahedron geometries) consisting of thousands to
millions of cells, each of which is associated with many static and
dynamic properties (e.g. porosity, permeability, pressure, satura-
tion and etc.). Apart from the cell properties, the simulation models
also contain information about existing well trajectories within the
reservoir (i.e. collections of perforated cells through which a 3D
line passes). Thereby, the complexity of the models arising from
multiple cells attributes and the 3D geometry motivates the need to
invent various visual exploration techniques in order to help reser-
voir engineers to gain a clear picture of the relationship between
these data attributes.

Among the various tasks conducted at the post-processing stage,
we focus on the exploration of well trajectories. Exploring well tra-
jectories is important as it helps in future decision making for oil
well placements, a cost-intensive activity, requiring detailed anal-
ysis. In particular, we focus on a small subset of visualization
tasks: learning about the existing well trajectories in a reservoir
post-processing cellular model, and exploration of favorable loca-
tions for new trajectories.

During the post-processing stage, reservoir engineers analyze
well performance primarily through looking at pressure curves and
production rates. Reservoir production is often formulated as an
optimization problem. Visual analysis with new spatial reservoir
visualization tools can complement standard well production visu-
alizations; visual tools can help develop a better understanding of
the relationship between the attributes, the individual cells and the
model structure as a whole. To this end, we present the design
and implementation of three new information visualization tech-
niques - lollipop-up visualization, information circles and path indi-
cator, which present well trajectory specific information in different
styles.

The fundamental contribution of our work is providing the sub-
domain of reservoir engineering post- processing studies with a col-
lection of information visualization techniques that can be used for
the exploration of well trajectories. Each of the visualizations was
evaluated in a preliminary evaluation session with six participants
and the results are presented followed by a discussion section. The
big picture encompassing these efforts is to create a system wherein
the engineer can study existing wells and use the learned knowledge
to better predict where new wells can be placed. However, in this
initial research we approach these bigger concepts by focusing on
learning more from the engineers about their expectations in re-
gards to well exploration and new well creation systems, leading to
better design applications for such use cases.



2 RESERVOIR MODEL

Reservoir post-processing models are the end result of multiple
simulation scenarios. The model employed in our experiment con-
sists of the following four types of information: (a) structural in-
formation, (b) time steps, (c) cell specific information (geological
property values - both static and dynamic) and (d) well trajectory
specific information (type of well, length of well, perforation cells
etc.). The structure of the 3D model consists of corner point cells
[17], irregular hexagonal geometries, arranged along three dimen-
sions (i, j, k). The i and j dimensions correspond to the cells in the
x and y directions of the 3D space and k dimension corresponds to
the layers of the 3D model. For example, the model used in our ex-
periment (Figure 1a) consists of 33000 cells, i.e. 39x42x20 cells in
the i, j and k directions respectively. The arrangement of the cells
represents both spatial continuity as well as discontinuities to ac-
commodate geological structures such as faults. The model used in
this experiment consists of four dynamic properties and ten static
properties. Apart from geological properties, the models also en-
compass well specific information. Each of the well trajectories are
represented as a collection of perforated cells, and the centroids of
these cells are an approximation to the 3D points of the well trajec-
tory within the simulation grid.

2.1 Visual Mapping
To visualize geological properties, reservoir models are mapped
to different color maps corresponding to the range of the property
value. This mapping is usually limited to a single geological prop-
erty. However, the effect of one property over another is of interest
to a reservoir engineer, especially in the context of studying well
trajectories [21]. Thus, to better support well trajectory exploration
tasks a proof of concept protoype was developed wherein we group
two geological properties (oil pressure and rock porosity) to cre-
ate a color map that indicates their combined effects. Pressure and
porosity were chosen as the two geological properties because in
the most simple case, rock should be porous and pressure should
be high in order for oil to flow. To formalize a term for regions
of low pressure and low porosity (blue regions of the model in Fig-
ure 1a), we call them unfit regions, corresponding to an engineering
interpretation of them being unsuitable for placement of well trajec-
tories. Similarly, regions of high pressure and high porosity (green
regions of the model in Figure 1a) correspond to regions of better
fit. These types of combination values can be calculated based on
many different correlation equations and ratios as per the experts
discretion [16]. Depending on the calculation method employed,
the resulting color pattern for the model can be different from the
one shown in Figure 1. In our prototype the combined value calcu-
lation is simple and is defined as a percentage of the number of unfit
cells per spatial partition (uniform spatial division) to the number
of total cells per partition. Unfit cells here correspond to those cells
whose porosity and pressure value lie within a threshold identified
by trial and error using the given reservoir data values.

3 RELATED WORK

Data clarification is one of the major goals of visualizations in gen-
eral. However, the pertinent information could either be in portions
of the context or it could be correlations resulting from the analy-
sis of the data. In particular ‘focus and context’ is one family of
visualization techniques which can help the viewer to learn about
an area of interest (pertinent parts of the whole data set) while re-
taining the rest of the context in intelligent ways to avoid visual
clutter and occlusion in 3D volumetric data [4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 24].
Several interesting variations have been suggested for performing
focus and context by using styles such as fisheye views [11], dis-
tortion [5, 19], magnification [25] and temporary displacement of
context [21]. In the realm of volumetric data, concepts such as im-
portance driven rendering [24] and illustrative rendering techniques

[4] have been suggested. Sultanum et al. [21] implemented a focus
and context technique to visualize well trajectories by creating a
“V” shaped opening in the region of the selected wells. Depending
on the task, removing parts of the context (of the reservoir model)
was suggested as not acceptable by engineers. For example, in the
case of tasks such as trend analysis, the engineer is interested not
just in the important entity (well trajectory), but also the entity in
relation with the other parts of the context [21].

Motivated by this domain requirement, one of our visualizations
(lollipop-up visualization, Figure 1) was influenced by techniques
such as those proposed by Ware and Lewis [25] and Taerum et
al.[22], which help to retain the context (unlike the distortion and
cut-away techniques) and extract the important information to vi-
sualize them outside the context. DragMag [25] is a technique
wherein the concept of offsets was used. The area of importance
is displaced from the context, magnified and connected to the ac-
tual context using vertical lines for better viewing. Taerum et al.
[22] used the concept of a contextual close-up to view the areas
of importance. The difference between our lollipop-up visualiza-
tion and these techniques is that we displace the actual 3D well
blocks (i.e. no magnification) above the reservoir surface to help
the viewer learn about the internal blocks. This way we are able
to maintain the geometric information, continuities and disconti-
nuities, and the actual scale of the geometric model, thus showing
how the well is actually drilled underground. In the realm of reser-
voir engineering, offsets have been used by Lee et al. [15] in a
manner similar to the bubble maps [1, 2, 13], which visualize cu-
mulative statistical information (e.g. water injection rate over two
years) using a single cube or sphere at the end of a stick for each
well in the model. Lollipop-ups on the other hand, provide informa-
tion about each individual perforated cell, rather than a cumulative
result. Hence, they can provide insights about the underground tra-
jectory cells both in terms of geometry and property values. Similar
to offsets, the concept of lenses or 3D probes applied to seismic data
survey was proposed by Castanie et al. [7].

In multi-dimensional datasets, apart from the need to focus on
areas of importance, correlation between multiple instances of sim-
ilar entities is also important. For example, it is important to learn
about the similarities in the geological property distribution of the
perforated cells for two or more trajectories. In other words, the
similarities or differences between two or more well trajectories
are of interest. There have been several techniques employed to
visualize correlations. Some of the current research in this area in-
cludes: the volume reformation visualization technique explained
by Lampe et al. to compare well trajectories [14], and the focus and
context technique by Gasteiger et al. involving the use of lenses to
better support correlation [12].

In our approach, we return to using visualization variables [3] to
support correlation exploration. We present information circles and
the path indicator visualization, which present pre-processed infor-
mation allowing engineers to gain access to statistical information
when needed. Our approach is to augment the 3D grid visualization
of the reservoir and its contextual geology with information visu-
alization additions representing more abstract aspects of the data
using factors such as color, shape and size [3]. These visualization
augmentations provide more information about single well trajec-
tories, multiple well trajectories and individual cells of the model.

4 VISUALIZATIONS

In this section we describe the three visualization variants: lollipop-
up, information circles and path indicator. All the visualizations
have been implemented for the Microsoft Surface 1.0 using C# and
XNA.
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Figure 1: Lollipop-up Visualization

4.1 Lollipop-up Visualization

Lollipop-up visualization is an offset technique that provides infor-
mation about existing well trajectories in the reservoir model (Fig-
ure 1). Due to the dense nature of the reservoir models it is hard to
achieve a visualization that allows engineers to gain access to the
well trajectories without visually removing parts of the reservoir
model. Applying partial transparency as an alternative can lead to
incorrect appearance of cell color in the case where all the interior
layer cells are rendered. It can also lead to loss of depth perception
[10]. However, using offsets we can visualize the hidden entities
clearly and also maintain the entire reservoir context. Lollipop-up
visualization offsets the 3D well perforated cells to a visible height
for the engineer to view and learn more about the underground tra-
jectory. It also reflects on the depth of the well point inside the
model. The points closest to the surface have shorter offset lengths
compared to those deeper down. The connection between the orig-
inal perforated cell and the offset cell is shown using red lines. Un-
like DragMag [25], in this technique we do not alter the offset entity
in any way. The offset cell has the same shape, size and color as the
original perforated cell within the reservoir model (Figure 1b), thus
can provide insights about the underground trajectory cells both in
terms of geometry and property values. The visualization also sup-
ports mapping the reservoir context to other different geological
properties to enable comparing the lollipop-ups with the trend in
the remaining cells of the reservoir model. For example, the reser-
voir model can be mapped to represent water saturation, while the
lollipop-ups display the combination of oil pressure and porosity.

4.2 Single Well Information Circles

Information circles augment the lollipop-up visualizations by pro-
viding numerical information about the geological property map-
ping within the context of the well trajectory (Figure 2). As seen in
Figure 2, the visualization appears at the position of a physical Mi-
crosoft Surface tag, thus, can be positioned anywhere on the screen.
The circles are arranged in a linear fashion, sorted by size and with
equal spaces between each circle. The size of the circle corresponds
to the number of well cells with a particular property value (com-
bination of pressure and porisity values). For example, if ten cells
correspond to property value 40% and two cells with 60%, then the
circle corresponding to 40% will be larger. As seen in Figure 2,
when a viewer taps on a particular information circle, all the corre-

Figure 2: Single well information circles

sponding perforated cells in the lollipop-up visualization get high-
lighted in yellow, allowing the viewer to identify the offset cells that
contribute to the particular information circle. In some situations it
may happen that the perforated cells have a wide variety of property
values, resulting in large number of circles. Therefore, we allow the
circles list to be wrapped and unwrapped. Tapping on a particular
circle causes all the circles below to be hidden (wrapping), and on
sliding a finger downwards the remaining circles reappear (unwrap-
ping).

4.3 Multiple Wells Information Circles
Information circles can also be used to compare multiple wells in
the reservoir model. To facilitate this comparison the information
circles of each well trajectory are ‘hung’ from a horizontal pole
(Figure 3). Our hanging values metaphor is a twist on the classic
histogram: the numbers along the vertical axis at the right represent
possible geological property values of perforated cells, calculated
using the combination of the two reservoir properties, pressure and
porosity (see Section 2.1). Perforated cells that have specific geo-
logical property values will be represented as information circles on
the hanging graph, with their position along the vertical axis corre-
sponding to their cell value. The radius of each information circle
represents the number of cells having the corresponding property
value on the vertical axis (similar to the single well information cir-



cles case, Section 4.2). The information circles are all hanging on
the horizontal pole, connected to each other via a spring metaphor.
The spring connecting the different information circles will stretch
or shorten according to the differences in their property values. This
was designed to provide a quick comparison of the different distri-
bution of property values between each of the well trajectories in
the reservoir model. Consider the comparison of well A to well
E. We can quickly observe from Figure 3 that the property values
distribution for well A is more spread out: within the entire well A
there are only a small number of cells having property value of 2%
with the remaining majority having property value of 62%. In com-
parison, well E has cells with a smaller spread of property values
(maximum number of cells having property value of 2%, followed
by very few cells with value of 12% etc.), leading to the compressed
regions of the spring representing well E. Being able to reflect on
the differences in property values distribution between wells can
help reservoir engineers to consider economic analysis aspects re-
lating to the well placement. The pink circles at the end of the
spring represent the accumulative values of all the information cir-
cles along each well trajectory, to help in overall comparison. For
example, consider comparing well C to well F. From the visualiza-
tion it can be observed that well F has overall higher accumulative
property values (larger pink circle), meaning that more perforated
cells are placed in unfit regions (more cells having higher prop-
erty values/blue regions of the model), while well C has overall
smaller accumulative property values (smaller pink circle), placing
it in a relatively better position within the reservoir model (more
cells having lower property values/green regions of the model).

Figure 3: Multiple wells information circles

4.4 Path Indicator
Path indicator reflects on exploration of cell specific information
done by sketching. This technique allows the engineer to explore
the cells of the reservoir model within the context of the model.
Due to the need to reach the interior cells of the reservoir model
to facilitate sketching in different layers, we need to remove parts
of the context. In our current prototype the sketching exploration is
limited to orthogonal planes. As can be seen in Figure 4, orthogonal
planes can be selected using the walls of the bounding box. Once
positioned, the region in front of the plane is removed to allow vis-
ibility of sketching. Sketching exploration is augmented with an
indicator bubble at the tip of the finger that grows and shrinks in

size to indicate growing path navigation through unfit or fit areas.
Ideally the indicator bubble should stay small, since this reflects
that the path is being placed majorly in fit regions of the reservoir
model. The indicator bubble is rendered with partial transparency,
to allow the engineer to see the path being sketched. The indicator
bubble functions as a short-term memory aid, constantly reflecting
the accumulation of the property values to that point by keeping
track of the cells that have been passed through in 3D. On remov-
ing the finger, the size of the indicator bubble is reset.

Figure 4: Path Indicator

5 EXPLORATORY EVALUATION

We conducted an exploratory evaluation through a set of semi-
structured qualitative sessions. The goal of these sessions was to
better understand the usefulness and the readability of these visual-
izations. We interviewed three domain experts and three visualiza-
tion experts. The details of the study are provided in the following
sections.

5.1 Participants
To learn about the usefulness, benefits, limitations and readabil-
ity of our visualizations we conducted 6 qualitative semi-structured
study sessions. The domain participants were graduate students in
the chemical and petroleum engineering department in our univer-
sity, and had both industry and academic experience with using do-
main specific software applications. The visualization experts were
also graduate student researchers from our university and had re-
search experience in the area of information and scientific visual-
ization.

5.2 Method
Each study session was a one-to-one integrated demo, prototype
exploration and semi-structured interview, and lasted between 60
to 90 minutes. The sessions started with a brief introduction to the
dataset being explored and the visualization techniques being eval-
uated. As part of pre-study questionnaire, participants were asked
about their research background. This was done in order to better
understand their exposure and use of visualizations (in general), and
their domain expertise. This was followed by a demo of each visu-
alization technique. The participants were encouraged to interact
with the visualizations and were asked to think aloud expressing
their suggestions, opinions and feedback. During the discussions
we asked the participants semi-structured interview questions to en-
courage their reflection on the usefulness of the techniques, poten-
tial advantages and problems of the techniques, and any additional
suggestions for improvement. All the sessions were videotaped.
Using the video recordings we transcribed the audio for every par-
ticipant. We performed an open coding of the transcribed data in
order to group the discussions (verbal comments) under broad cat-
egories and identify interesting observations [20]. We also used the



Figure 5: Offset to reflect the same shape as the actual well trajec-
tory.

video recordings to compute the following times: (a) total interac-
tion time - defined as the total of the spans of time the participant
was interacting with the visualization either by direct interaction
with the visualization or by model manipulation to view the visual-
ization from varying viewpoints; (b) total thinking time - defined as
the total of the portions of time when a participant interacted with
the visualization without any verbal or physical expression for ex-
plaining their thoughts; and (c) discussion time - is the total amount
of time that the participant spent discussing the visualization tech-
nique.

6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the study, 4 out of 6 participants ranked lollipop-up visualization
to be most useful of the three visualizations. Two of the visual-
ization experts mentioned liking path indicator better than lollipop-
up and information circles for exploration. 4 out of 6 participants
mentioned that information circles were useful for exploration, but
mostly in the case where it was augmented with the lollipop-up
visualization. We also observed that although all of our partici-
pants liked the visualization techniques, all of them also mentioned
limitations and suggestions for improvements for each of the tech-
niques.

From the time recordings we observed that the domain experts
spent less time thinking about the lollipop-ups (domain mean rank:
2.67, vis mean rank: 4.33) but almost twice as much time discussing
them (domain mean rank: 7.67, vis mean rank: 4.00). Similarly the
domain experts spent close to twice as much time on discussing
information circles (domain mean rank: 7.33, vis mean rank: 3.67).
We also observed that when grouped as a whole, the participants
had longer interaction time with the lollipop-ups (mean rank: 2.89),
than with either the information circles (mean rank: 1.06) or the
path indicator (mean rank: 2.06). Similarly, they spend more time
discussing the information circles (mean rank: 2.56) compared to
lollipop-ups (mean rank: 1.33) and indicator (mean rank: 2.11).

Below we interpret our results to highlight some of the benefits
and limitations of our visualizations, and their usefulness to domain
experts.

6.1 Lollipop-up Visualization
6.1.1 Benefits and Limitations
The fundamental benefit of this visualization is that it shows an
overview of the hidden well trajectory without compromising the
context, “its good for a quick look”. Secondly, it was noted that
since the model could be mapped to different geological properties
it allowed for quick ways to do high level comparison and correla-
tion. Contrary to our current implementation, the shape of the offset
well was found to be a limitation of this technique. The majority of

our participants mentioned they would prefer to see the same shape
of the well being reflected above the surface as shown in Figure 5.
“Inversion (of depth) does not help with anything, better to have
regular shape (of the well)”. Although the depth of the perforated
cell is reflected by the height of the trajectory, it introduced discon-
tinuities in the visual. This clashes with the real world modeling of
well trajectories and thus was found difficult to interpret. Some of
the other limitations of this technique include the overlapping well
cells. Although the visualization allows for a quick overview of
the geological property distribution in the well trajectory, detailed
information is hard to achieve due to the overlap. As seen in Fig-
ure 1b, even though the cells are generally displaced, due to the
geometric nature of unstructured corner point cells, there may be
some overlap. Interactions that allow each offset cell to be sepa-
rated and examined individually can remedy such situations, “have
a probe, using which you can move over the cells (offset cells) and
get more information about them”.

6.1.2 Novelty and Suggestions
Two of our domain experts mentioned that lollipop-up visualization
was visually similar to bubble diagrams, a visualization available
in the commercial software Petrel [1]. However, they found the
lollipop-up visualization to be novel and useful as it allowed each
well perforation cell to be examined. This is in contrast with bub-
ble diagrams which show a single cumulative value for each well
trajectory. Another of the domain participant mentioned that in the
commercial software, well specific information can be accessed us-
ing a layer specific slicing technique. However, slicing is not easy
to perform, and hence he preferred lollipop-ups, which provided
an overview readily, “In Petrel something of this sort can be done
by slicing, but this (lollipop-up visualization) is better than slic-
ing because it is not easy to select a well and go slicing”. All our
participants provided suggestions for improving this visualization.
Among the many, one interesting suggestion was to use two sets
of lollipop-ups in two opposite directions. Rather than collapsing
two geological properties into one map, the participant suggested
it would be better to have two sets of lollipop-ups each mapped to
one property. The participant felt this might improve the ease of
comparison and correlation.

6.2 Information Circles
6.2.1 Benefits and Limitations
One major observed benefit of this technique was the interaction
between the information circles and lollipop-up visualization. With
the help of this interaction, the location of well cells could be iden-
tified; this was specifically useful to identify those cells in the
unfit regions requiring consideration. Another benefit of this vi-
sualization is that it gives the engineer an idea of the number of
cells with a particular property value, and provides insights about
where changes have to be made within the collection of well points,
(“could be useful in scenarios of economic analysis of wells”).
Some limitations of information circles included the initial train-
ing time needed to understand the technique. It was initially found
to be confusing to interpret for the majority of our participants. One
of the domain participant mentioned that since information circles
are similar to histograms, it might be better to not introduce a new
visual language. Also it was observed that the information circles
strength was in interaction with lollipop-ups, “if I knew it (inter-
action), maybe I could read it (information circles) without your
explanation”, “now this (interaction) is very useful”.

6.2.2 Novelty and Suggestions
Although static information circles were not preferred over his-
tograms, the interaction between the lollipop- ups and information
circles improved their readability and usefulness. Our domain par-
ticipants found this to be something new and one mentioned that it



could be more useful for geologists, “more important for geologists
rather than reservoir engineers”. One suggestion for this technique
was regarding against the use of circles. Alternatively, some partic-
ipants suggested arranging the perforated cells in clusters to support
quick understanding of the visualization.

6.3 Path Indicator: Benefits and Limitations

6.3.1 Benefits and Limitations

Path indicator was seen as beneficial for domain tasks such as well
planning, “useful when designing new wells or to make predictions
about your model”. Because path indicator allows for somewhat
free-form, sketch-based exploration, it allowed the engineer to eas-
ily explore the area of importance to them. One obvious limita-
tion of our current protoype is the restricted orthogonal planes for
sketching. To support well creation tasks, flexible drawing planes
need to be supported.

6.3.2 Novelty and Suggestions

All our domain experts mentioned this visualization would be use-
ful within the context of well planning. One of the suggestions to
improve this visualization included placing the indicator bubble at
an offset. While half of our participants mentioned that they pre-
ferred the indicator bubble to be at the tip of the finger for imme-
diate feedback, the other half preferred it to be at an offset, seeing
it as a distraction. Two of our visualization experts mentioned that
this technique could be useful in collaborative settings, when two
or more people could propose different well paths within the model
and later compare their findings and strategies.

6.4 Color Scale

To facilitate distinct interpretation of the fit and unfit regions, we
chose to not use rainbow color scales in this experiment. However,
while this worked for some of our participants, “I think it’s nice to
see the contrast between the blue and green. You can really tell that
this is fit and this is unfit”, some of the others found it difficult to
read very similar shades of green and blue and preferred the use of
more distinct colors.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we described the design and implementation of three
visualization techniques created to support the exploration and vi-
sualization of well trajectory specific information in 3D reservoir
models. We also present a discussion of our findings from two dis-
tinct groups of participants (domain experts and visualization ex-
perts) who took part in our exploratory study. From these initial set
of findings we observed that all the three visualizations have poten-
tial benefits and usefulness for the domain. Part of the contribution
of our work is blending concepts from scientific visualization and
information visualization to come up with techniques that can pro-
vide insights about the reservoir models to the domain engineers.

In the near future, we plan to improve our visualizations based
on the suggestions provided by our participants. In the long term we
would like to improve our sketching techniques, and consider sce-
narios for creating 3D well configurations intuitively. Using these
well trajectory creation scenarios as a task set we would like to con-
duct another set of task oriented studies to validate the usefulness
and intuitiveness of these visualization variations.
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